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Abstract
The emerging standards such as High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) improve coding efficiency by
adopting more complex coding technologies, which in turn greatly increase the computational cost. In
many application scenarios, however, the computational resources for encoder are usually limited and the
amount varies. Examples include mobile devices and many real-time visual communication devices.
Different from conventional profiles in those emerging video coding standards and related optimization
methods, we will focus on building the algorithms which are optimally scalable under the constrained and
varying computational capacity to ensure the functions and satisfy the above restrictions. This talk will
present a video coding framework based on priority order, and give some new ideas of designing
algorithms based on cost-performance of computational cost and coding efficiency gain as priority. The
algorithms are designed to address challenges in the real-world problems of optimally allocating
computational capacity without affecting the ultimate compression efficiency. The other interesting part
of this work is that the key issues of the problem solution are similar to feature extraction of images or
video sequences. We observe some interesting and important video features that are applicable in some
abnormal event detection in the compression domain.
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